Fluids

Have a technical question?
Ask the AnswerPerson.
Who is the AnswerPerson?
The ExxonMobil AnswerPerson is a customer focused technical expert who provides rapid technical
support for fluids products and applications. They are available globally, and will respond quickly to
your request.
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What products are supported?
The AnswerPerson can field questions for all ExxonMobil hydrocarbon and oxygenated fluids products
and their applications. Since the AnswerPerson is a part of our technical application development
team, they can answer questions ranging from product performance and specifications to product
recommendations and formulation related inquiries. If you have a question, the AnswerPerson will find
the answer.

Ask the AnswerPerson.
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Get connected directly with the AnswerPerson via email at FluidsAnswerPerson@exxonmobil.com. Be
sure to include your question and any other necessary details. The AnswerPerson is highly accessible
and will respond quickly to your question.

